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Includes new books by: Catherine Asaro Stephen Baxter Katherine Kurtz Mercedes Lackey Gregory MacGue Halsi Murakami Mike Resnick Carrie Vaughn and many others

All the books in this catalogue are new books due for release in December 2014
Because they are new books, we are at the whim of the publishers and with a little bit of extra time the shipping companies - books can sometimes arrive later (or earlier) than anticipated, or occasionally be a different retail price than originally quoted. Because space is a luxury, we bring in limited quantities of books. Prices are subject to change without notice. Please reserve copies of anything you want so you don't miss out - ASAP!

If a book has sold out by the time we receive your order, we will back-order and supply when available. Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of books not shown in our monthly catalogues. We are only too happy to order anything if we don’t have it on the shelves.

If you can’t make it into the shop, you can post, phone, fax or email your order. We accept Bankers, Mastercard, Visa, ANEW, cheques and Australia Post Money Orders. Approximate current postage within Australia is: 1 - 2 paperbacks (up to 500 grams) $7.95, 2 - 10 paperbacks or any trade paperbacks or hardcovers within Brisbane is $9.85. Outside Brisbane metro area (over 500 grams up to 3 kgs) $11.40. Anything above 3 kgs charged at Australia Post rates. Until next time, good reading! Ron, Iain and many others

HEAVENS GATE 01: FOR A FEW SOULS MORE
GARD, Gus
PBK $18.95
DAHLKING, Greg
DARK ANGELS 06: DARKNESS FALLS
ARThUR, Matt
Paranormal romance
PBK $19.99
UNDERCITY
ASATO, Kazuo
Major Bhaqan is a former military officer with Imperial Space Command. Now, in a hard-bitten P.I. with a load of baggage to deal with, and clients withuvo sometimes personal, sometimes galactic-shouting, and sometimes both. Bhaqan must slide through the shadows of dark and dangerous Undercity - an enormous coastal of the Skollan - to find treasure. Science fiction TP $28.95
ULTIMA
BAXTER, Stephen
“In Prologue [19.99] we discovered ancient alien artefacts on the planet of Arach - hunters that allowed us to span across years of space as if we were stepping into another room. The universe opened up to us. Now, the consequences of this new freedom make themselves felt. And we discover that there are many more of these artefacts; that an army of them have followed us from the distant skies and they plan for us. For some of us. But we know the true names of the universe and also we discover that we have countless pans all meeting in the same place at the same time. It’s time, it’s time for us to fight to take back control.” - publisher’s blurb
Science fiction TP $29.99
WRICKLEDLY WONDERFUL
BLAKE, Delores
Though she’s a typical Californian girl, Beka Yeager is a fast woman that you won’t come upwith in your wildest dreams. She has the fast lane to the top amongst the new financial urbanites. But, will there be a price to pay? Science fiction TP $18.95
CARBIDE TIPPED PENS
ROVA, Ben & CHOB, Eric (Editors)
Over a dozen of today’s most creative imaginations carry on the grand traditions of Isaac Asimov, Robert Heinlein, and John W. Campbell, while bringing hard science fiction into the 21st century by commissioning work from the latest scientific developments and discoveries. Includes stories by Ben Bova, Gregory Benford, Robert Reed, Alacre de Bolert, Jack McDevitt, Daniel F. Galouye, Lisa Cisak and many others.
Science fiction anthology HC $42.95
SF GATEWAY OMNI: TARZAN’S QUEST AND OTHER TALES
BURROUGHS, Edgar Rice
This complete collection contains the first six tales of Tarzan of the Apes: Tarzan’s Quest, Tarzan the Magnificent, Tarzan and the Forbidden City, Tarzan and the Foreign Legion, Tarzan and the Madman, and Tarzan and the Cannabil. Pulp Fiction HC $45.00
CELESTIAL BATTLE 02: DEMON TOWN
THAY, Graham
Fantasy
PBK $19.99
EREN
CLARK, Simon
People are keeping secrets from Qi Li. His boss has brought him to stay with his son and wife in the countryside, but nobody will tell him why his boss isn’t with them. Where is he? Something is important to him. Suddenly he finds a secret of his boss: he discovers the caves that lie in the city... Eren is not human. Eren is hungry for stories. Eren is fighting for his friends. HC Fantasy
PBK $19.99
IMORTALITY NIGHTS
COOK, Glen
Fantasy
PBK $19.99
EMPIRES: INFILTRATION & EMPIRES: EXTRACTION
DEAN, Greg
“’This collaboration between two Gollancz authors (Gavin Smith and Stephen Deas) tells of the invasion of Earth by two different alien races - at the same time. Two men become aware of the threat, and must work to submerge the invasion plans and see off the aliens. Each book follows one hero, uncovering the threat to humanity and the world from their point of view. Each book can be read on its own, and will give the reader a complete, kinetic, fast-paced and military SF story.”
Paranormal romance - something else - another view of some of the same events and cross-sections, culminating in a bloody battle at Casual Wheat.” – Publisher’s blurb
Science fiction TL $24.99 each
WORLDLES ISLANDS 00: OUT OF THIS WORLD
DAR, Charles
YA Fantasy
PBK $4.90
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE’S STAR WARS TRILOGY
DOCHEY, Ian
Science fiction TP $19.95
TEN NONCOIRE CHRONICLES 02: PRIDE
TEN NON, Alex
Fantasy
PBK $19.99
The Revolutions
GILMAN, Felix
Science fiction PBK $19.99
Galan, an experimental Arthur Slade is a work in the British Museum Reading Room when the Great Storm hits London, wrenching him from his routine and into the dark underbelly of the alien presence. After an attempt on the kid’s life, the Feds believe he’s been targeted by the government... “Turns, turns, turns.”
The Legend
KIRK,’n.
Science fiction PBK $19.99
DARK ANGELS 06: CHALLENGER
KURTZ, Katherine
Fantasy PBK $18.95
SEVERED SOULS
GOODENOUGH, Tim
Fantasy
TP $29.99
PARASITOID 02: SYMBIONT
T.ca
The Sybiont-designed parasites were created to relieve humanity of disease and sickness. But the implants in the majority of the world’s population began attacking their hosts, turning them into alien beings. And humanity of disease and sickness. But the implants in the majority of the world’s population began attacking their hosts, turning them into alien beings.
Science fiction TP $29.99
METRO 2034
GLUSHKOVSKY, Dmitry
A year after the apocalyptic events of Metro 2032 ($39.99), humanity is forced to leave the tunnels of Moscow Metro. Science fiction PBK $19.99
NIGHTSHADE
INGA, Simon
Science fiction PBK $19.99
WORK DONE FOR HIRE
BALKMAN, Joe
A wayward and honest-handed fourteen year old, Jack Dahl is still unearthing nightmares from when he served as a country, covering up sinister-confirmed killers. Now a stringing author, Jack makes up stories to write in the form of a Hollywood script outline. It’s an opportunity to build his writing career and a finishing his novel. But Jack’s “other” talent is also in demand. A package arrives on his doorstep containing an unusual gift: complete with a hundred questions and answers. The first installment of a $100,000 payment to kill a “bad man.” The personal offer is genuine. The people behind it aren’t. They move that they have Jack under surveillance. He can’t run. He can’t hide. And he doesn’t take the job. He’s the last one to consider instead.
Science fiction
TP $35.95
SAMURAI DENSHI
HAMILTON, Laurell K.
Fantasy
PBK $19.99
HASTS ANOTHER WAY:
HARRIS, Charlaine
DARK ANGELS 06: THE TITAN
KIRK,’n.
Fantasy
PBK $19.99
MINDSPACE INVESTIGATIONS 04: VACANT HOMES
Czarsky
Science fiction TP $27.95
WOLVES
INXS, Simon
Fantasy
PBK $19.99
THE INHERITANCE TRILOGY
HORWIN, N. F.
Fantasy
PBK $19.99
The Legend
KIRK,’n.
Science fiction PBK $18.95
LOST WARS • ENDSEEING
KIRK, Joy
Urban fantasy TP $19.99
LACKEY, Mercedes et al
ALL-NEW TALES OF VALDEMAR
Fantasy TP $29.99
LACKEY, Mercedes
LOTUS WARS 03:
Fantasy TP $27.95
LACKEY, Mercedes
MINDSPACE INVESTIGATIONS 04: VACANT HOMES
Fantasy
TP $27.95
LACKEY, Mercedes
WORLDLES ISLANDS
BENSON, Jamie
Fantasy
PBK $19.99
WOLVES
INXS, Simon
Fantasy
PBK $19.99
THE INHERITANCE TRILOGY
HORWIN, N. F.
Fantasy
PBK $19.99
The Heralds of Valdemar
Lackey, Mercedes
Three young people set off on a better life, far away from their repressive stepmothers and the village of Sonebolder. But when their family decides she is to be married, Falaa, Tane, and Mariss escape together, never to be heard from again. This is the beginning of an incredible adventure. Tane soon discovers she possesses her own, as well as a heritage that could save the entire Empire. Mariss helps to fulfill her dreams and travels in a herald. But Falaa stuggles to achieve independence and freedom, and becomes embroiled in a dangerous conspiracy that will change her life forever.

DANGEROUS WOMEN 3
Martin, George R.R. & Dozois, G. (Editors)
The new collection features 18 short stories by acclaimed authors, including Kvothe (patrician) and V. E. Schwab (highly regarded).

The Hive Construct
Maskell, Alexander
Now, Dan Grant, New Ceres is a city built on technology. The huge, maglev solar panel ship that kept it functioning is rapidly depleting its crucial resources - an oasis threatened by an ancient enemy.

LANE FIT FOR THE DARKER 03:
Fletcher, Stephen
Richard Morgan’s fast-moving and brutal fantasy series reaches its concluding volume as Ringil comes to his final reckoning and sees the fate of his beloved nation spin out of control.

The female Artificer
Runicritter Publishing
A collection of stories of love and intrigue that focus on the complicated lives of fae shape-shifting fae females. This volume includes three never-before-published short stories.

Crescent City 02: The Price of Blood
Simone, Paul & Cabezas, B. (Editors)
A steampunk with ladies in bustle dresses - it's all soldiers with steampunk steam & smoke!

Cutters War 03: The Tejano Conflagration
Perry, Steve

The Fortress of Corinth
Renshaw, Mike
This is a review of the CIty of the war with the alien T'laan Coalition. War hero Colonel Nathan Petros has a record of success on the battlefront - but nowhere to go after the death of his love. In Corinth, the City is battered and broken, but still stands, and the great General Micah, one of the T'laan's masters strategists.

Skin & Bone
Bych, Travis
With stories by Edward Lee, Johne Kaster, and others, this volume contains sections on everything from graphic design to a steampunk parade.

The Red Blood City
Richards, Jason
A story about war, and the Never War is bearing down. Jason Richards builds up a tale of two different realities and the choices of two different men.

the v-day
Pinker, John
A hardcover volume that explains the evolution of the V-day and its significance in the Cold War.
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